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Welcome to the first newsletter of 2016. Apologies that it has been such a long time 

since the last newsletter but the change of membership year delayed the AGM and it was 

only after the AGM that we could sit down and plan activities for the year. I hope you enjoy 

reading the Riding Club news. We are always looking for new ideas so get in touch if there 

is something you would like to hear about. This one starts with some important notices of 

relevance to all members. This is followed by a note from Caroline, our Chair, and news 

of the events planned for the summer ahead. We have some news from members and 

thought that you would like to read some of the stories behind the WRC trophies awarded 

this year at the AGM. Finally we have a report from the Quadrille team’s last trip to Olympia 

and reports from the Area 12 team and individual competitions where members have been 

active over the winter. 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICES: 
 

INSURANCE: We think it important to remind members of the limits of their insurance 

cover through BRC. The BRC insurance covers all activities organised by their own 

affiliated riding club, another BHS affiliated riding club or the BRC head office based at 

Stoneleigh. Thus, as a member of an affiliated Riding Club, such as Witheridge, you have 

third party cover for all activities run by BRC and by the club. You are not covered for 

your other horse related activities.  

 

HATS: There are new regulations for hats at all BRC competitions. The committee 

strongly recommends that you make sure that your hats are of the new safety standard 

for all your riding. Hats will need to be checked and tagged at all BRC area competitions and 

championships. The new regulations are as follows: 

 
• Due to a change by the European Commission regarding EN1384 and BSEN1384 

no longer being an accepted standard, all hats which ONLY meet the standard 

EN1384 or BSEN1384, and do not comply with another accepted standard WILL 

NOT be permitted for use. 

• Hats which bear EN1384 or BSEN1384 ALONG WITH another accepted 

standard, will be permitted. For example, BSEN1384 & PAS015 (1998 or 2011) 

along with the Kitemark will be acceptable, but not BSEN1384 on its own. 

 
BODY PROTECTORS: It has also been brought to our attention that Pony Club have 

changed their guidelines and anyone competing at Pony Club X-Country competitions will 

have to adhere to their regulation: 

Body Protectors used for Cross Country and Pony Racing must meet BETA 2009 

Level 3 standard (purple label) 

 
 

A MESSAGE FROM WRC CHAIRMAN, CAROLINE LOWES 

At last we have some dry weather and can get out harrowing and rolling to put right the 

ravages of the wettest winter I have ever known (and I grew up in Cumbria, so I do 

know about "wet"!).  The sun is shining, as I hope it will on Good Friday when we will be 

running the Area 12 Combined Training competition at Pontispool.  If you would like to 

help with this, whether pouring coffee or putting up jumps, please do call Marianne 

Holton and offer your services - 01769 560351 - otherwise just bring the family to 

watch. 

The horsey calendar is so crowded with events through the summer that we sometimes 

find it hard to pick dates to run our own club things but you will see in this newsletter 

that we have plenty in the pipeline which we hope will suit a wide range of 

interests.  Please do call or email me  - 01884 860663  caroline@dlowes.com - if you 

have any queries or suggestions. 

Meanwhile, have a happy Spring with your horses! 
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Summer programme dates WRC competitions in red 
 

Date Activity  

April 17th  WRC Welbeck dressage – open to other riding clubs to 

include WSDDC qualifiers 

May 1st  WRC Downe Farm dressage. Members only  

Walk & Trot Pairs 

Introductory B (2009) 

Prelim 4 (2002)   

Pick a Test Novice 27 or Elementary 42 

May 3rd  BIOMECHANICS, MUSCLES AND THE MASTERSON 

METHOD – Jane Penfold at Mill Barton. see below 

May 19th  Centaur Biomechanics with Russell Guire, Downe Farm 

Sun June 5th Silverton ODE 

Fri June 10th  WRC Dressage competition – members only in Paxtons’ 

field 

Sun June 

12th  

Area 12 Horse Trials 

Sat Jun 18th  WRC Show Jumping competition – members only in 

Paxtons’ field 

Sat Jun 25th  Treborough BE & 

Area 12 summer dressage and Show Jumping Sun June 

26th  

Sat July 2nd  Team Quest 

Sat July 9th  Bicton BE 

Sun July 10th  

Sat July 16th  WRC Dressage competition – members only in Paxtons’ 

field 

Fri July 22nd  WRC Show Jumping competition – members only in 

Paxtons’ field 

Sun July 31st  Combined Training Show – Paxtons’ field  

Sat Aug 6th  Tiverton Horse Show 

Sun Aug 7th  Team Quest 

Sat Aug 27th  Treborough BE 

Sun Aug 28th  

 

This includes WRC competitions up to the end of July. We are also planning a Trec taster 

day for later in the summer and a social Bar-B-Que. 

The schedule for Welbeck has already been sent out and the others will be sent nearer to 

the date of the show. Schedules can also always be found on the riding club webpage 

www.witheridgerc.org  

Those who enjoy Fun Rides should follow the Face Book page Fun Rides in the South 

West for all fun rides. Thanks to members Sarah Midwinter and Debbie Appleby for 

setting this up. 

http://www.witheridgerc.org/


BIOMECHANICS, MUSCLES AND THE MASTERSON METHOD with Jane Penfold 

TUESDAY 3 MAY 6.30pm at MILL BARTON, WITHERIDGE, EX16 8NU 
 
A brief overview of the horse's musculature and how it works in the riding horse, the stresses 
imposed by riding, and where/why the horse might accumulate excess tension.  Jane will 
demonstrate on a horse how the Masterson Method works and how it differs from other 
techniques.  This will take about an hour, including questions, but you could stay and watch 
(quietly!) a horse having a full treatment afterwards.  Bring warm clothes.  (We will be under 
cover but it's cold if there's a breeze). 
This demo is free and Jane will offer a discount to anyone booking two sessions on the night. 
Tea, coffee and cake provided. 
 
Please book with Caroline Lowes  01884 860663  caroline@dlowes.com 
 

TRAINING NEWS 

We have already had successful sessions of show jumping and indoor XC with Tim and 
flatwork with Vanessa Cheffings at Downe Farm. The Arena XC with Andrew Lovell has 
also been a success. Our first outdoor session with Mary Baillie, the jumping for nervous 
riders and gridwork, was last Sunday. For once we had lovely March weather. The Karen 
Whiston clinics are fully booked and look exciting. Russell Guire is booked for his second 
visit on May 19th. We will be taking bookings for the Musical Ride with Michael van 
Houben shortly. 
 
The training group will be meeting in the next couple of weeks to plan training for the 
summer. We are already fixing a couple of sessions on dressage to music. Any other ideas, 
please get in touch with one of the training group (see front of newsletter). 
 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

MEMBERS’ NEWS 
 
ALICIA BALFOUR 
What a brilliant Mother's Day!  I had a great day at Moreton Horse Trials and loved nearly 
every minute, despite a ‘senior’ or as I prefer ‘blonde’ moment in my dressage test, Delta and 
I came 3rd, narrowly pipped to the post by 0.1 of a point. Returning home to find that Matt 
and Andrew, despite being pushed over by Tigger in the mud had put all the other horses in! 
Graham had cooked a lovely dinner and all three of my wonderful children had given me 
flowers and chocolates! Perfect day! How lucky am I!!!!!!!!!! 
 
CELIA BELLAMY 
Good luck to Celia Bellamy who is heading to the Pet Plan National Dressage Finals at Hartpury 
in early April, having qualified at the Area Festival at Bicton Arena last September.  
She had a good BE80 season last year when she won the John Colson memorial bursary for 
“veteran rider” with the most points in the South West and also qualified for the BE Dressage 
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Championships at Blenheim, for BE combinations who had scored less than 30 penalties in 
the dressage phase at 2 or more events.  The top 2 from each section went forward to a ride 
off championship in the main arena in front of Blenheim Palace but Celia and Tally just missed 
out as they came 3rd  A great achievement as there were competitors from all over the 
country. 
All this while working full time and being a wife, mother and grandmother. 
 
DEBBIE DYKE 
I have been out of the horsey scene for a few years and out of the riding club. After a couple 
of yucky years losing my best friends and horses I then went on to have my son who is a big 
bundle of joy and hyperactivity! 
 We have been looking for a suitable loan horse and found this gem of a mare Megan 
(Demakrat). She’s a big scaredy-cat horse with a heart of gold. Not an easy ride but I do love 
her. I really do rate her and with the right mummy I think she could go far on the dressage 
scene (mummy must work harder). 
We have had our moments as she is a ‘mare' and I don't really do mares. But we are 
progressing all the time. Our first competitions came in with very positive remarks and 
qualifications for championships. We are now competing for the riding club at Team Quest 
and really looking forward to representing the club and being part of a team again.  
 
SHARON ROUTLEY 
Congratulations to Sharon Routley and Holly for winning the Area 12 Festival of the Horse 
(FOTH) Eventer Challenge at Pontispool. Read more about it in the piece about Holly below 
and in the team report. And we have just heard they have also qualified for the Novice Winter 
Dressage Championships in April. 
 
 

STORIES BEHIND THE TROPHIES 

Those of you who were at the AGM will have heard several trophies being awarded to 
members and their horses. We thought you might like to hear some of the stories behind the 
trophies. 
 
PAULINE SANDLAND’S TOPAZ – most improved:   
Topaz will be 15 years old in June and is a 14.1hh Welsh Section D Bay Mare.  
I have owned Topaz for 7 years now and, as many of you will know, mine and Topaz's early 
partnership had its ups and downs (and I can tell you plenty of downs!) just ask Mary Paxton 
who had to take me home from a competition once as my little girl had very kindly sent me 
in orbit and I hit the deck quite hard and hurt my back again!!  My husband told me that if I 
did not get myself an air jacket I would have to give up riding - well that was not going to 
happen!  So hence the reason why I now always wear my air jacket. 
Before I bought her she had only been used for hacking and was the one that just followed 
the others out on a hack - she is absolutely bomb proof in traffic, including tractors, lorries, 
motor bikes, combines but if a leaf has changed colour then that is a monster! 
Unfortunately Topaz has had quite a bad breathing problem and I have come to the 
conclusion that this is why we had so many hurdles in front of us in the beginning, one being 
our canter work!!  I ended up with a brick wall in front of me and thought I would never get 



to the bottom of being able to get the canter and keep her in it.  After many years of 
persevering and very patient instructors who have all helped us on our journey we have now 
cracked it and I am reaping the rewards. 
Our relationship is getting better and better by the day and towards the end of last year we 
entered our first Novice Dressage Test (and I have to say I never ever thought in a million 
years I would ever be able to do a Novice Test) and we scored 62% which gave me a big 
boost!  We have now competed in about four Novice Tests and actually qualified for a 
Championship show and on the 13th March we came 2nd in the Restricted Novice Test with 
a score of 65% and I am over the moon.   
My family were always saying to me that they think I should give up riding (after collecting 
me from the hospital on numerous occasions) but it just goes to show if you never give up 
and believe people when they say "you can do it" you can get rid of that brick wall and have 
a lot of fun!! 
 
JANE PHILLIPS & CONNIE ISAACS’ RACKENFORD CRUISER – Family horse/pony 
 
Cruiser is a home bred welsh cob, now 18! He is a much loved member of the family and is a 
true 'all rounder'. He started his ridden career with me, successfully competing in RC 
showjumping and horse trials as well as a bit of showing in M+M WHP classes. Connie then 
took the reins and they have been to various PC and RC championships over the years. 
If Cruiser were a person, he'd be everyone's friend ... he's kind, generous and as genuine as 
they come. He is a great team player and although slightly battle-scarred has never been lame. 
His only ailment is his sweet itch, but the perfect horse doesn't exist does it?!! 
 
 
SHARON ROUTLEY’S HOLLY – Riding Club Allrounder 
Holly arrived with me in Feb 2013 as a livery to be sold. She was rising 6 at the time and had 
been broken but not done much else apart from having a foal without anyone realising she 
was in foal until the later stages. 
I knew very little about her other than that she had a bad reputation for rearing and bucking! 
After a few days of having her I found out a bit more about her and if I'd have known it before 
I'd probably would never have agreed to have taken her on. Saying that she hadn't been a 
problem so I thought I'd best continue. We seemed to hit it off together and I actually agreed 
to buy her after a few weeks.  
Our first summer together was spent doing shows and some small jumping competitions. 
Holly developed a Splint and then had to have a couple of months off.  
Early the following year (2014) Carol Luxton asked if I might be interested in doing the 
quadrille with her, I never thought she'd take to the costumes etc but right from the first go 
she never worried about them. She gets a bee in her bonnet on a regular basis but that's Holly 
and I just deal with it!  
That summer we did some shows doing small hunters, coloured and WHP classes. I also 
started hunting her and had great fun with her. We then did the Quadrille competition and 
qualified for Olympia. She took everything in her stride and was great.  
Last year we upped our game a bit and competed in mainly ODE's and WHP classes (with me 
being too old I can't do too many of these!) along with a few Inter Hunt Competitions.  



She loves jumping and doesn't bat an eye lid at anything, we may get 1 pole down SJ but that's 
usually my fault not hers but we always fly the XC. Dressage needed improving because she's 
usually like a time bomb waiting to go off!  
We have obviously done another quadrille competition and been to Olympia again since then. 
Over the winter we have been practicing the flatwork and this year we have started 
successfully with being 2nd and 3rd in dressage at KSEC, 2nd in RC dressage at Bicton and 
winning the Eventers Challenge at Pontispool a couple of weeks ago and qualifying for the 
championships.  
Holly is not straightforward and is very frustrating at home but she has always produced the 
goods when out. She has never questioned anything that she's been asked to do.  
 
CAROLINE LOWES’ NOEL – Retrained Racehorse 
Noel (Galway View) is a 9 year old failed racehorse - too slow in both National Hunt and point-
to-pointing, despite his sire, Pilsudski, having won the Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe.  He was 
imported from Ireland as a 3yo by the family who owned his full brother (who won every 
race!).  He point to pointed with them, was then sent to Polly Gundry, and ended up with Pete 
Mason of the Relentless team chase team, but was even too slow for that!  After a bit more 
pointing, 18 months ago, my daughter (who works with Pete) told me I MUST have him as 
he's such a gentleman.  She was right. Since he has been with me he has been hunting, done 
Riding Club dressage, won the club show jumping accumulator last summer and started to do 
BE eventing’. 
 
MONICA ASHTON’S NO BODDER – Veteran 
He was born 11th July 1997 and I bought him in 2006.  Sire Rosalier (Fr) out of Wild Horizon 
(Ire) by King’s Ride.  I did look on internet about Roselier and he was one of the best sires of 
steeplechasers.  He was a grey and sired the winners of all four domestic nationals.  Royal 
Athlete at Aintree, Moorcroft Boy and Baronet (Scottish) Cargill's Hill (Welsh) and Ebony Jane 
(Irish). No Bodder ran point to point in Ireland and I believe his best result was a second place. 
When I bought him he had done a season hunting and I do remember hearing the last owner 
saying to me as I loaded him 'don't feed him too much’! I have hunted him with the Tiverton 
Staghounds.  I have also done a bit of show jumping and some hunter trials.  He loves the 
hunting and hunter trials but though he will jump quite high. He has a great fear of fillers and 
each year forgets that he has ever jumped a white gate (he particularly does not like white 
jumps).  He can be caught very easily in the field until spring and the grass starts to grow when 
I have spent many an hour trying to get him in and him just running around me jumping and 
having fun. 
I love him to bits. 
 

EMMA VOYSEY’S MILLSTOCK SEQUOIA – Young Horse 

I was delighted when Winnie was presented with the Young Horse trophy at the Club AGM 

last month: I had not been expecting this at all so it was a lovely surprise. Furthermore, I was 

also astounded that we picked up the runner-up rosette for the 2015 dressage accumulator. 

Winnie's full name is Millstock Sequoia: bred by Penny and Peter Bradshaw of Mill Lane Farm 

in 2010, I bought her rising 4, recently backed and lightly started by the Bradshaw's daughter, 

Tyler. Initially, she was just on loan to me as a companion, but we fell for each other and her 

purchase soon followed. Winnie has become my main ride as my loopy chestnut mare, Madge 



prefers being a field ornament as much as possible these days. Standing at 16hh, Winnie is a 

homozygous Tobiano, which describes her skewbald colour and means she will only bear 

coloured foals.  

By Stanhopes Diddicoy out of an Oberon mare (Oberon was the Queen's stallion), Winnie is a 
registered Sportshorse and is also registered with the BSPS, or British Skewbald and Piebald 
Society. She was shown in hand by the Bradshaw's as a 2 year old and picked up Reserve 
Champion at the Dunster Show which earned her a piece in Horse and Hound. We continued 
with some ridden showing at local shows last season and she won a couple of championships 
and several 1sts, which has prompted me to enter her in the Coloured classes at the Devon 
County Show this May (eeek!).  
My main passion is dressage and Winnie has lovely paces, is intelligent and a joy to train. We 
are in the one of the Club's Team Quest teams for the 2nd season and off to our 1st 
competitions this month as well as being affiliated with British Dressage, competing at Bronze 
level.  I have weekly 1 to 1 lessons with the brilliant and ever encouraging, Tyler, who has 
unfailingly supported and nurtured our progress from the start and kept me focused and 
consistent with training. We are currently working on Elementary tests which is a huge 
challenge but so rewarding and more difficult than anything I've ever done with horses 
before. Winnie and I also enjoy hacking, fun rides and the occasional low-level jumping; but 
I'm not as brave as I used to be and being pinged off at speed is no longer my idea of fun! 
Winnie's favourite pastime is spending her time at grass in Silverton, with her best buddy, 
Madge and she lives out as much as possible as I believe it is important that she can also be 
allowed to behave naturally and grow up feeling relaxed and happy. Though we school 3 times 
a week, I never 'drill' her and hopefully by taking things more slowly at the start, I will have a 
long-lasting friend, for many years to come 
Thanks so much for our awards; I of course, already think Winnie is the World's Best Horse, 
but it is fantastic to know a few other people think she's lovely too!  
 

 

BRITISH RIDING CLUB TEAM COMPETITIONS  

 

Area  12 Novice & Intermediate Winter Dressage at Bicton Arena on 14th February 2016 

This year’s Novice and Intermediate competitions ran on the same day, this meant that there 
were no warm-up tests available so it was straight in with the Area Championship / Qualifier 
tests.  It was a dry day but with a wind chill factor, particularly in the morning, so some of the 
horses seemed a little less relaxed than usual! 
Well done to club members representing Witheridge at this year’s competition, as always the 
standard was exceptional and some of the scores were very close. 
Our Senior Novice team of Sharon Routley & Holly, Carol Luxton & Parkhill Fred, Beth Tiernan 
& Ascari and Tamsin O’Connor & Mellway Silver Sheen unfortunately just missed out on the 
placings finishing 7th out of several teams.  Sharon finished 2nd overall in the Prelim with Holly, 
she was in the lead until the very last score went up so sadly just missed out on qualifying for 
the Championships as an individual. 
Tamsin and Amanda Martin-Smith rode as Senior individuals in the Intermediate competition.  
Tamsin finished 6th overall in the Prelim with Sheen.  Amanda unfortunately just missed out 



on the placings in the Novice and Elementary with It’s Quiztime.  The Elementary class was 
particularly close and Amanda was just 10 marks away from the winner.  
Since this report we had a nice surprise from BRC headquarters to say that Sharon has 
qualified for the Novice Winter Dressage Championships in April. 
 
Area 12 FOTH (Festival of the Horse) Eventers Challenge at Pontispool on 28th February 2016 
 
It was a lovely sunny day for this competition which consisted of a course of 10 show jumps 
followed by 18 XC fences.  We had three Seniors and a Junior representing Witheridge as 
Individuals in the 90 Challenge. 
Connie Isaac was the first of Witheridge to compete.  Rackenford Cruiser jumped very well 
but unfortunately Connie lost her way during the XC phase of the course.  The rider before 
her had a fall which caused some untimely distractions. 
Nicky Day, our Junior, and Sam (Randalstown Goldsmith) jumped a lovely clear SJ round but 
Sam wasn’t too keen on the XC fences having previously schooled over them very well. 
Daisy Waldron and Barney (Toureen Bridge) were unlucky to have the last SJ down, they were 
clear XC but unfortunately had some costly time faults due to forgetting where one of the 
fences was. She still finished 16th out of 40 riders. 
Sharon Routley was buzzing after her round.  ‘Pocket Rocket’ Holly jumped a foot perfect 
round within the time and they WON the class!  They have qualified for the Championships 
and Aston-Le-Walls on 4th / 5th June. Congratulations to them and good luck for the FOTH 
Championships! 
We had to supply a helper in order for our entries to be accepted. A huge thank-you to Di 
Sealey who volunteered for the afternoon. 
 
QUADRILLE 2015 

 
This year is the 3rd time that our Quadrille team has qualified for the London International 
Horse Show at Olympia. The team of four horses and riders performed a display entitled 
‘Escape to the Country’ based on the story of the film Chicken Run. Our team consisted of: 
- Carol Luxton riding Foxy, a 7 year old Welsh X ID mare who Carol hunts and shows.  
- Sharon Routley riding a coloured mare called Holly who Sharon hunts and events.  
- Carolyn Day riding Nibbles, Carol’s mother’s hunter, standing in for Carolyn’s Connemara 

pony Rowen who competed last year  
- Marianne Holton, the new member of the team, riding Fiddler, an 18 year family horse 

who has done a bit of everything in the past 
- Sally Watts, the reserve rider, who travelled with the team to Bury Farm but was not 

called upon.  
 
Preparation for this event started many months before in January. A notice was sent to all 
club members asking if anyone would like to be considered for riding in the Quadrille team or 
to be part of the team on the ground. These opportunities have been offered in previous years 
and this year only one new member came forward. As it turned out she ended up joining the 
successful team from last year to replace a rider who had joined another club. Choosing a 
theme is difficult. Several ideas were discussed and rejected for one reason or another. Finally 
Carol hit on the idea of the Chicken Run: the music is familiar and good to ride to. Also the 
theme of chickens gave scope for interesting costumes and some humour. Last year’s judges’ 



comments asked for more engagement with the audience, so this was uppermost in our 
minds when selecting a theme.  
The four riders with the help of friends and family, designed and made all the costumes. Long 
standing riding club member, Jill Cronk, made the hats. She has made all the hats for previous 
entries but was at first daunted by the demands of a chicken’s head built around a riding hat! 
As usual, she came up trumps. The team or riders and ground crew met most Wednesdays 
over the winter and many hours were spent selecting materials and discussing how best to 
portray the story of the Chicken Run. 
Choreographing the display has become easier over the years. However, there is always the 
dilemma of excitement or safety; fun or dressage. In previous years the judges have favoured 
different criteria. Some years our dressage skills have been criticised in others lack of 
entertainment has been the focus of the critique. Since the Quadrille selection trial is part of 
the dressage to music finals, we have always assumed that the criteria are related to that 
discipline. We aimed for simplicity and free flowing movement with emphasis on the quadrille 
as a team ride based on the symmetrical patterns of the square dance on which the idea is 
based. The routine was worked out on the ground first of all with riders jogging around the 
village hall one winter’s evening. Once the evenings got light enough for riders to practice 
after work, most Wednesday evenings were given over to practising the moves, getting to 
know the routine, introducing costumes to the horses and fine tuning the display. 
Even with all the costumes made from scratch, producing sufficiently entertaining and 
attractive costumes, costs a lot of money. The team were lucky to obtain some sponsorship 
from local North Devon firms but this is not enough to cover the costs of the costumes and 
the travel etc. Various fund raising events were held before the qualifier. These included a 
Pampered Chef party, ferret racing and a Quiz and Carvery. And then, once qualified, travel 
to Olympia is budgeted at about another £1,000. To contribute to this a Big Breakfast was 
held in Yeo Mill Village Hall. Our riders can not only ride but they can cook as well! We served 
198 breakfasts to club members, local people, friends and sponsors. We were so pleased with 
the money made we were also able to give a donation to Macmillan Cancer in memory of a 
club member who had recently died of cancer.  
We were delighted to have qualified again for Olympia but there was more work to be done. 
First there was careful scrutiny of the judges’ comments and the formulation of plans to 
improve our scores. In particular, we were advised to liven up the second part of the display. 
Since no changes can be made to the music and therefore the routine, this involved 
considering additions to the costumes and the props that might add to the existing display. 
With the night’s drawing in, the winter Wednesday evenings were used to add snow and 
sparkle to the costumes to give a Christmassy feel to the display. We had the idea of bringing 
a Tweedy’s Chicken Pie into the arena with us. This would have a lid to be taken off and release 
some chicken balloons as a finale. It took a while for the horses to get used to the pie and 
flying chickens. Strangely, it was Holly, one of the liveliest team horses who was happy to let 
Sharon carry a rather oversized pie around the school. Each rider took balloons home to tie 
near, and then inside, their horse’s stable to get the horses used to them!  
Eventually costumes, props and horses were ready. The hotel was booked for riders and 
ground crew. A coach was booked to take people for the day trip to London (leaving 4am!). 
In all we had 98 supporters. There was great disappointment in the club and with other friends 
and family that there were no other horse events on the morning and that all tickets for the 
afternoon performance were already sold before the qualifier. A large part of the fun of the 



quadrille is the club trip to Olympia – to watch the quadrille and also to experience the whole 
event. 
Horses, riders and ground crew met early Saturday morning at a local yard with Lisa Davey in 
whose lorry we were traveling to London. With only a few minutes to unload outside Olympia, 
it is really important to have things packed as economically as possible. Thus, four horses, 
four hay nets, five wheelie bins, a trunk, Mr and Mrs Tweedy along with our overnight gear 
were all loaded and we were away in good time. Six hours later we were in London where it 
was just as warm but not as wet as Exmoor. 
Horses and crew were unloaded in record time and the box was able to move on to its parking 
slot while we bedded down the horses. Unfortunately, the previous occupants of our stables 
seemed to have had a flood and there was water everywhere and very soggy shavings in the 
stables. The atmosphere in the stables is electric. There are horses everywhere – great big 
show jumpers and driving horses alongside tiny shetlands. We didn’t look twice at the men 
dressed in armour - were they a display team or security? 
Up at 6am Sunday morning, a quick visit to a shop to get breakfast and ground crew did the 
mucking out while the riders had a chance to warm up – 15 minutes, 3 hours before the 
performance! The next hour and a half was spent dressing the horses and riders ready for the 
costume judging. 
Yet again we were first in of the four teams. Whilst this does reduce the waiting time slightly 
it means a small crowd. The agility dog people are leaving after their performance and it is 
mainly our supporters there to cheer – which they did eagerly and as loudly as they could. 
With no show jumping to watch the crowd seemed even smaller this year. Nevertheless by 
the time we did our lap of honour there was a better crowd and the atmosphere was great to 
experience. 
It’s always hard to know how you’ve done but we were hopeful for second or third place. The 
judges seemed to enjoy our costumes – Harry Meade was even seen taking a photo! 
Previously we’ve made the odd mistake and only come third. This year it all ran smoothly. We 
needn’t have worried about the pie, the horses behaved impeccably and we got a great cheer 
when the lid came off to release the chicken balloons.  
Since the show we have been told that the final will no longer be held at Olympia. This is such 
a shame as the trip to Olympia was the main motivation for competing. We will go ahead 
again this year but a final at Bury Farm just 3 weeks after the qualifier will not be the same. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Items for the next newsletter, please send to Ros Fisher-Smith fishersmith@eclipse.co.uk  
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